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ÖTI – Institut für Ökologie, Technik und Innovation GmbH

SaTTler CBa 
            Fiber Technology

Best 
in Test!

Discover an awning fabric of totally novel 
quality: lumera

This premium awning fabric, woven with CBa, a fiber recently 
developed by Sattler, is characterized by particularly brilliant 
colors. The intense luminosity of these colors is especially long-
lasting. This results from the very smooth and dense surface of the 
fabric, which generates a self-cleaning effect that virtually prevents 
dirt from adhering.

This dirt repellence effect is even improved by Sattler’s unique 
TeXgard-easy-Clean finish. A study by the Austrian Institute for 
Ecology, Technics and Innovation (OeTI) shows that up to 50% less dirt 
adheres to LUMERA when compared to  conventional awning fabrics. 

Moreover, the fabric is extremely water-repellent and has a very 
harmonious appearance.

extraordinary color brilliance

extremely high resistance to water pressure

Outstanding self-cleaning effect

Harmonious high quality appearance

Officially tested uV protection for your skin



The CBa fiber is the latest innovation of 
Sattler’s research, a genuine HighTex 
product.

The name stands for ‘Clean Brilliant acrylic’ and summarizes the 
advantages of this special yarn, which, in comparison to conventional 
acrylic yarn, is completely smooth.
It produces a woven fabric with an extremely dense surface, which 
ultimately prevents dirt from adhering. As a result, colors shine longer 
and more intensively. 

moreover, the material offers all advantages 
of the existing standard in the area of outdoor 
fabrics, such as uV and glare protection, light and 
weather fastness, and water and soil repellence.

Close-up image of the CBA fiber

Comparison of 
conventional acrylic fibers (above) 
with the CBA fiber (below)

Comparison CBA fiber technology (abo-
ve) with standard acrylic quality (below)
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LUMERA | Fantastic

Experience our design line FaNTaSTIC with a range 

of new powerful color designs.

Colors and strong contrasts combined in multicolored 

stripes - a burst of vitality and motion.
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LUMERA | Balance

Our design line BalaNCe is characterized by 

designs with a harmonious sequence of colors and 

stripes.

Color highlights merge with a reduced base to 

achieve an extremely harmonious impression.
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338 655                                                                                                     Ladakh338 657       Rosopsida

338 665                                         Vulcano338 658                                   Gobi
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A rocky desert at dizzying heights between 
the Himalayas and Karakorum influenced 
this design.

Rapeseed fields resemble a yellow sea and 
remind us of summer! We captured this 
mood for you in our design „Rosopsida“.

Magma emerges on the surface and leaves 
fertile soil. These ash-coloured, almost black 
structures are characteristic of our design 
“Vulcano“.

Traces of bizarre red rock formations can 
be found in this great pattern

Enjoy nature with the Landscape awning designs.
Each awning fabric represents two different tones of a color, which abstractly interpret 
the character of various landscapes around the world. Natural and classy designs, which 
ingeniously enrich the architecture of your building. 

In the shade of unique landscapes



lumera  |  Landscape

338 661                                          Forest

338 660                                          Taiga

338 640                                                    Namib

338 662                                         Beach

338 639                      Sahara

338 659                                          Pazifik

LUMERA | Landscape
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The luscious green of the forest provides 
a feeling of deep tranquillity. This design 
brings this atmosphere to your home.

This design brings the vivid green of the 
world‘s northernmost vegetation zone directly 
to your home.

Namib, the world´s oldest desert is the inspi-
ration for our corresponding design.

Gentle movements of the waves on a beach 
convey the feeling of peace and relaxation. 
This atmosphere was captured in our design 
“Beach“.

Endless sand dunes with changing shades 
of colours are the basis for this harmonious 
pattern.

Enjoy the relaxing feeling of the world´s 
largest and deepest ocean also known as the 
Silent Ocean.


